ABOUT ARDA-ROC

ARDA’s Resort Owners’ Coalition (ARDA-ROC) is a non-profit advocacy organization dedicated to preserving, protecting, and enhancing vacation ownership. Since its inception in 1989, ARDA-ROC has been the unified voice representing timeshare owners across the country in city halls, state legislatures and on Capitol Hill.

OUR ISSUE AREAS

- Consumer Scams
- Accountability for Fraudulent Timeshare Exit Companies
- Non-Judicial Foreclosure Laws
- Timeshare Owner Privacy Laws
- Owner Taxation
OUR IMPACT

Our successful advocacy has led to several key wins for owners in the past two years, such as:

- In South Carolina, we helped pass a bill (HB 3754) that puts in place more achievable voting requirements for owners who would like to terminate their timeshare ownership.

- In Hawaii, we helped stop two bills (SB 382 & SB 714) that sought to increase the transient accommodations tax to be collected from timeshares.

- In Missouri, we helped stop a bill (SB 135) that sought to repeal existing provisions regarding non-judicial foreclosure and to require that all foreclosure proceedings be handled judicially.

SUPPORT US

ARDA-ROC is a powerful resource advocating on behalf of timeshare owners, but we can’t do it without you. Because we are funded solely through the voluntary contributions of owners like yourself, the more owners who support ARDA-ROC, the more we can do.

ARDA-ROC
1201 15th Street NW, Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20005

Consumer Support: (855) 939-1515

For more information about ARDA-ROC or to contribute to the coalition, visit www.arda-roc.org.